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Thank you to Mr. ASU (Matthew Joe) for staying by my side whenever I was sad,

angry or stressed from work. You never failed to make sure I was fed and happy. It

was always pleasing to see you make time for ASU and me, even though you have

your own responsibilities.



To all of ASU’s dedicated members:

I just want to say I am honored to have served as your President for the past academic year. Aside from the stress and chaos from my eboard, this year will definitely be one of the my most memorable times in college. As graduation approaches, I’ve started to reflect on my time at Northeastern University. I have been

a part of ASU for a long time. Being a shy and introverted freshman, I was terrified

to leave my friends at home and start a new chapter of my life in a completely different place. It was even more rough after returning from NUin Greece, but ASU

was the first place where I truly felt at home on campus. At ASU, I could step out

of my shell and speak openly about my opinions. Thanks to ASU, I was introduced

to this wonderful APIDA community at NEU where I could make meaningful connections and discover my true self.

Fours years ago, I would have never imagined myself being on Eboard, let alone

the President. I definitely would not be here without such a loving and supportive

community. There were many people who influenced my ASU experience, including mentors and friends who are more like my family at this point.

Thank you to all our lovely members who came out and supported ASU all year

round. Your smiles and laughs helped make our club a more enjoyable and comfortable place. This organization would not be home without you.



Thank you to my Eboard for all your support this past year. This Eboard was my

rock during times of stress. You are a bunch of quirky, energetic, rambunctious

meme lovers yet I still love you. I’m proud of what we were able to accomplish this

year. This group is the literal definition of “Teamwork makes the dreamwork.” You

all helped me achieve my dreams, and I hope the same happens to each of you.

Thank you to my Little/VP, Megan, for always being there to lift up my mood with

memes and hugs. If there is anyone who knows how to bring out my silly side, it’s

you. My last year in college was definitely one of the best years thanks to you. I

could not imagine anyone else leading ASU by my side this year. I know you will

do well in leading next year’s eboard and in bringing ASU to a whole new era~!

The best advice I can give is believe in yourself. Believe you can do anything and

that nothing is impossible. Dedication will take you far. Life’s going to take you

on a rollercoaster, but don’t let the downs stop you from going up and achieving

your dreams! If there is anything I hope any member takes away from ASU, then it

is this advice along with all the enjoyable memories of family and friends &lt;3

ASU has brought me so many friendships and bonds that can never be replaced.

I love you all!

Sincerely,



Vivian Cheng



Thank you to Bubble Buddies and my past mini families (shoutout to caw caw and

napping squad) for spending time with me and making my college experience

less lonely. I’ll never forget our hangouts and laughs.

Thank you to last year’s President and Vice President, Emily and Sharon, for believing I could lead this organization. I don’t know what I would have done without

your love and support guiding me through this long journey.
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Kelly Yokoi

Secretary



International Business - Japanese

Class of 2021



I don’t have a specific memory, but just knowing that we have gathered and

made a tight community this year is something that I’m really happy about.

Seeing all the new people who joined ASU smile and laugh together is so

heartwarming. Hearing them say that ASU has made their college experience

better is an accomplishment that I will always treasure. Putting on events with

my friends is something that I will never forget. Even if we will have our ups

and downs, I will always consider them friends and I’m so happy I had the

pleasure to work with them. Each one of these eBoarders holds a special

place in my heart and I will never ever forget the fantastic year we had. Thank

you for all of your hard work and making ASU a wonderful club! Thank you

ASU for being the home away from home that I needed (◍•ᴗ•◍)♥



Vivian Cheng

President



Health Science, minor in Biology

Class of 2018

My favorite memory of ASU is anytime a general member smiled at a GM or event. I know this is cheesy but I

felt reassured to see members enjoying events we spent

hours on planning. Seeing member’s happy faces, it was

worth all the time and dedication put forth by my lovely

and meme-tastic eboard. These are memories I will keep

close to my heart forever.



Megan Lau



Thomas Cotugno

Co-Program Coordinator



Political Scienc, minor in Psychology

Class of 2019



My favorite memory was the very first GM of Fall semester when

I got to meet so many new faces that I then got to see frequently

from then on. To see the excitement of every new student was incredibly fun, and people seemed to enjoy the meeting enough

to stick around which is good. The start of something new is a

good way to describe how I felt about our first GM, and boy was

this year something incredible. It all started somewhere, and the

first Fall GM is where it really kicked off for me.



Ryan Cheung



Vice President



Co-Program Coordinator



Computer Science and Financ

Class of 2020

My favorite memory of ASU was when eboard spent 24 hours

together playing Overcooked and Jackbox and roasting each

other. Ironically it was also my birthday and they surprised me

with a pancake birthday “cake” during Minis Brunch. We also

set off the fire alarm because of the bacon smoke in the AAC

kitchen. It was definitely the most memorable event of the year

(running around in our pjs outside haha). This eboard and club

has become my family. RIDE OR DIE ASU *insert fire emoji*
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International Affairs and Political Science

Class of 2019



To be honest I have so many. It was a difficult year, but ultimately a great year

because I got to spend it with ASU, my Minis, and my fellow eboard members.

The Minis Reveals will always be special to me because I got meet my amazing

minis #SwigSwoots. I’m honoured to have been a part of their first year on

campus and to have been able to see them grow throughout the year. My final

shout out of the “night” goes to my fellow eboard members. Y’all are amazing.

There’s no other group of humans I would’ve wanted to spend this year with.

Being able to vent and complain to y’all has kept me from going crazy. I’ll miss

our excursions to Dumpling Palace, our terrible singing at Jin’s karaoke, and our

late night roast sessions. Thanks for the lessons, memories, and friendship &lt;3 .
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Anisa Anuar



Linda Zhang



Computer Science and Design

Class of 2021



Computer Science and Biology

Class of 2021



Treasurer



PAAC Representative



I don’t remember the exact moment I fell in love with ASU. I know it had

something to do with its magical ability to make me feel comfortable in my

own skin. Before college, I would’ve never chanted “ASU!!” in a room filled

with people at a formal event. I would’ve never screamed Taylor Swift lyrics

at the top of my lungs even though I knew very well that my singing was

terrible. I would’ve never felt so empty knowing I will no longer be a part of

the wonderful, amazing, hardworking e-board that made this year such a

success... but... my favorite memory? Reading through everyone’s yearbook

submissions and knowing that everyone here loves ASU just as much as I do.



My favorite memory of ASU is watching things actually

happen because we did them yes. Shout out to my mini’s

fam and all the cute (or not-so-cute) freshmen I met. If

you guys had a good year, then I did too.



Jojo Lee



Jenny Yan



Interaction Design, minor in Psychology

Class of 2019



Behavioral Neuroscience

Class of 2022



Public Relations/Media Specialist

Not trying to be a cheese, but my favorite memory of ASU would be

anytime our e-board hung out together, whether that’s spontaneously

grabbing food at Dumpling Palace during ungodly hours or having

honest heart-to-hearts during – oh yeah, also ungodly hours. I really

admire the enthusiasm and passion our general members brought into

this club, but it was definitely my fellow e-board members that made my

year as ASU’s PR a memorable experience. No matter where we all end

up next year and in the years to come, I really hope that every one of us

will reflect back on this past year and realize what we’ve created together was, and always will be, unmistakably precious.



Freshman Representative

There have been so many amazing moments this past year in

ASU. Dancing in Dance4Me, teaching a dance workshop, and

making quilts at mine and Goldfish’s first GM together as fresh

reps are some of my favorites! Ultimately, the best thing about

ASU to me was just being able to meet so many positive, unique,

amazing people who make ASU such a wonderful community to

be a part of. I honestly can’t wait to see what’s in store for ASU.



Kiley Hebert



Jingyu Song



Marketing

Class of 2019



Bioengineering

Class of 2021



Freshman Representative



Dance Coordinator



Favorite Memory of ASU: Without a doubt, Dance4Me.

I have never felt more #blessed to have been given the

opportunity to bring ASU to this event for the first time

ever. Though my work-life balance was complete @$$

that semester, the experience taught me so much about

leadership and allowed me to bond with so many of our

members.
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My favorite memory of ASU is during Running Man

when I played Taylor Swift out loud and everyone

started to sing along. We were all bad at singing but

it didn’t matter; all of our voices blended into one:

the voice of ASU. It was in that moment that I realized I had a community, I belonged. ♥
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Christopher Che



Computer Science and Game Design

Favorite ASU Memory: My favorite ASU memory

is sitting in the old person corner and talking to

friends I don’t get to see often.



Kimberly La



Annvie Nguyen



Favorite ASU Memory: It’s hard to pick just one favorite memory because ASU is where I laughed and smiled 24/7. I loved

hanging out with my ASU minis family, Caw Caw. From the

spicy ramen challenge to our sleepover, it was always a lot of

fun!



Advice: Always be learning



Health Sciences



Design



Plans after Graduation: Working full-time as an inhouse graphic designer for my current co-op, VI.



Advice: Get some sleep. Just do it.

Plans after Graduation: I plan on taking a gap year and applying to medical school. Fingers crossed!



Steven Zhou



Business, Accounting and Finance

Favorite ASU Memory: Celebr(Asian) 2016



Luqi Qin



Economics and Math



Xida Zou

Pharmacy



Favorite ASU Memory: Waiting for 30 minutes behind a

bush on a cold October evening for my assassins target

to stop talking with his friends so that he can move into

a better position for me to end him and take home the

crown.

Advice: There will be many tears shed as you go through

college, so make sure you stay hydrated by replenishing

yourself with bubble tea.

Plans after Graduation: Stay awesome.



Favorite ASU Memory: Dance practices, workshops and

all the performances :)

Advice: Get involved and take advantage of everything

college has to offer. It’s okay to make mistakes but always reflect and grow from them. At the end of the day,

self-care is the key to success.



Thank you all so much for your continued support!

We’re sad to see you go. :’(

- your 2017-18 e-board



Plans after Graduation: Working full-time at Wayfair!
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Enya Xu



Most Likely to

Brighten Your Day



Jasmine Zhang

Dancing King/Queen



Kevin Chau

Most Likely to

Save the Day



Sue Chu

LITTIEST



Brianna Ku

Most ASU Spirit



Paul Rhee

Always Ready

for a Photoshoot
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Kevin Hui



Tou Kan



Brianna Ku



My favorite ASU memory comes from

the movie nights: Watching movies

with other ASU members made me

feel like we were just a couple of

friends getting together for a couple

of hours to watch some truly beautiful

films. It felt like a time of relaxation and

enjoyment where I could just leave

behind the stresses of schoolwork and

forget myself for a few hours.



ASU is the community I always hoped

that I’d find in college. ASU events are

a fun way to share a laugh with friends

amidst our seemingly never-ending

college workload. I look forward to

creating new memories with ASU next

year!



To me, ASU means being able to have

a family away from family; I have been

able to meet new friends that have all

encouraged me in one way or another.



Sydney Lam



Justin Lee



Rachel Lee



Favorite ASU Memory:

Meeting lots of new people and hanging out with my minis fam.



“A hotdog is a sandwich.”



I’ll never forget the time Team 7 and I went

grocery shopping to make cookies for the minis

cook off! It was as though we were a real family

bickering over which ingredients to buy. Not to

mention doing the spicy noodle challenge and

playing Uno Attack with them. Though we may

have gotten dead last, they got #1 in my heart.

I LOVE YOU TEAM 7. ALICE, YOU’RE MY FOREVER HOKAGE!! And just when you thought

this couldn’t get worse--”Believe it!” Thank you

ASU for letting me meet these people and for

an amazing semester!



Computer Science

Concentration in Cyber Operations

1st year



Computer Engineering &amp;

Computer Science

1st year



Max Abisia



Sonny Diep



Alice Ding



“We compile and run these streets.”

	

- The Street Coders



Favorite ASU Memory:

Staying up all night drinking sparkling

grape juice, eating burnt popcorn

(thanks Amy), and playing Catan with

minis.



Favorite ASU Memory:

Dropping mics



Computer Science &amp;

Game Design

1st year



Mechanical Engineering

Minor in Computer Science

2nd year
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Computer Science &amp;

Marketing

4th year



Business

Finance &amp; Accouting

1st year



Physical Therapy

Minor in Psychology

1st year



My favorite ASU memory is meeting

my mini’s fam!!

“Ohana means family” - Lilo and Stitch



Computer Science

2nd year
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Business

Accounting &amp; Marketing

1st year



Ken Ma

History

4th year



Favorite ASU Memory:

The food



Charlene Ng



Computer Engineering

1st year

Favorite ASU Memory:

One of my favorite ASU memories is

the Hooman Board Game event :)



Elaine Mei



Health Science

1st year

ASU has given me a family that I need but

don’t deserve. To Bubble Buddies, thank you

for always being there for me and for always

being accepting of who I am. Your patience,

loyalty, kindness, and love are just some of the

things I really cherish about this minis fam. To

Vivian, thank you for being our amazing mini

head. Thank you for opening your heart and

taking us under your wing. To Chris, Charlene,

Jenny, and Paul, thank you for joining ASU minis. I cannot imagine having a fam without you

guys. Without all of you guys, I cannot imagine

a better fam and where I would be right now

(I’ll probably just stay in my dorm and watch

Netflix all day tbh). Thank you ASU for introducing me to this wonderful group of people I call

my lovely fam. Thank you for a great first year of

university. I love you guys. :) &lt;3



Christopher Park

Chemistry

1st year



My favorite thing about ASU is that

I get to be a part of a community

where I feel loved despite the constant

roasting.
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Allen Ng



Jay Park



Favorite ASU Memory:

My favorite ASU memory is when Kevin

the fish jumped out of his tank



“I.. I need another salad”



Biochemistry

Minor in Psychology

1st year



Emily Park



Media Arts: Animation

Minor in Information Science

2nd year



Paul Rhee



Mirai Sahara



Favorite ASU Memory:

The ASU Minis Reveal introduced me

to some of the most amazing people I have ever met ^^ ASU and its

members gave me so much love and

support that I needed for the times I

needed it.



To me, ASU means something



Erica Sze-Tu



Ryan Tan



Anthony Tran



My favorite ASU memory was getting

to know and hanging out with my ASU

Minis family.



I like food.



Computer Engineering &amp;

Computer Science

2nd year



Biology

1st year



Computer Science &amp; Music

1st year



Business Management

2nd year



Computer Science

2nd year



Mechanical Engineering

Concentration in Thermofluids

2nd year

What ASU Means to Me:

ASU has grown into an incredible community, and I’m grateful for everyone

who has supported the club thus far.



Favorite ASU Memory:

Winning the bakeoff :D
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